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Figure 6. The proline substitution at position 302 of H. spontaneum GAPDH (HsGAPDHG302P) confer increased 

activity and heat robustness A) Over expression of HsGAPDHwt and HsGAPDHG302P   in E.coli   leads initially to 

insoluble protein , which was solubilized by adding SUMO tag and co-expressing  chaperon Cp126  B) In vitro assay of 

purified GAPDHwt and GAPDHG302P after incubation in 37°C show loss of residual activity in GAPDHwt  while 

GAPDHG302P maintained same activity. C) Table showing enzymatic parameters (Km, kcat and turnover number 

(kcat/Km)) of GAPDHwt and GAPDHG302P  in two different temperatures. 

A 

Figure 3. Plastic glycine to proline (prolinization) substation is the most abundant 

form of AT A) Heat map showing frequency for all possible amino acid substitutions in 

B1K-50-08 proteome. Gly to Pro appear as red square. B) C3 carbon fixation pathway 

marked with proteins that show G>P modification.  C) Table showing effect of abiotic 

stresses on level of Prolinized tryptic peptides/(Total protein ) when comparing with NS. 

Number of peptides increased(↑) ,stay the same(↔), decreased (↓) with a threshold of 

10%(average of two independent samples). 
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Mistranslation has been proposed as a possible mechanism for adaptation to changing environments1. Here we performed high-throughput leaf de-novo shot-

gun proteomic analysis in B1K-50-082, one wild barley accession showing robust growth under heat stress. Un-biased search for de-novo substitutions identified 

considerable heterogeneity in chloroplastic proteins, with enrichment for Glycine to Proline(G>P) substitutions, namely prolinization. Follow-up study on the 

possible consequence of prolinization on protein function is focused on RUBISCO and Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) that showed heat-

conditioned increase of prolinized variants RbcLG10P and GAPDHG302P by 35% and 9%, respectively. Comparison of isogenic Chlamydomonas reinhardtii 

(Chlamy) lines carrying wild type or mutated RUBISCO (CrRbcLWT and CrRbcLG10P, respectively), showed decrease of photosystem II activity (ϕPSII) at 

higher temperature, albeit no change was detected in in-vitro carboxylation activity. For GAPDH, the single amino acid substitution at position 302 prevented 

proper folding and caused aggregation in E. coli when over expressed. Nevertheless, addition of SUMO tag and co expression with the Chlamy CP12 chaperone 

assisted in achieving soluble protein, which allows detailed in-vitro comparison of enzymatic activities and thermal stability of the wild type and mutated variant 

under different thermal and oxidizing environments. GAPDHG302P show higher turnover number for NADH as substrate increases compared to GAPDHwt. 

These results suggest that prolinization may represent a case of adaptive translation that act to cope with abiotic stress through attenuation of metabolic 

pathways and/or by changing robustness of the protein activity and the metabolic flux. 
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Figure 1. Phenotypic stability of wild barley collection (B1K) under heat.  

Representative genotypes (68) of the B1K collection2 were grown under no-stress (NS- 22 

⁰C/16⁰C) (day/night) and heat-stress (HS - 34 ⁰C /28⁰C, respectively)in the transition from 

vegetative to reproductive phase3. Thereafter, leaves of 6 plants were subjected to 

phenotypic analysis to obtain indexes of canalization4 of leaf characteristics. B1K-50-

08  shows low iCV (iCV = CV(HS)/CV(NS))suggesting it to be stable for 3rd leaf length 

under HS. Lower iCV corresponds to more stable/canalized genotypes. NS, No stress; HS, 

Heat stress.  
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Figure 2. Differential alternative translation under heat in the B1K-50-04 proteome. 

A) Flow chart for identifying differential expression of alternative translation B) 

Alternatively translated tryptic peptide of RUBISCO Large subunit wild type 

AGVGFQAGVKDYK   ( substitution in position 10 of protein is in bold) in NS and HS (B) 

while (APVGFQAGVKDYK) showing presence in HS (C) ,(D) LC-MS/MS validation of 

the G10P substitution with synthetic peptides. 
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Conclusions  

•Specific  alternative translation (AT)  that includes glycine to proline substitution (prolinization) may be related to stability 

of wild barley growth under heat (Figure 1,2) 

•  Glycine to proline substitution  was validated in replicated samples and was verified using synthetic peptides.(Figure 2) 

Sequencing of RUBISCO and GAPDH dDNA shows that  the modification is not caused by genetic mutation or by RNA 

editing. 

•Extent of prolanization reduced significantly under water deficit (Figure 3C)  therefore suggesting possible  interplay with 

proline metabolism under DS 

•Heterologous expression of the G10P substitution in the RUBISCO  Large subunit  of Chlamydomonas is associated with 

reduction of PSII flux however carboxylation activity of enzyme is not affected (Figure 5E). This is suggesting that this 

modification of G10P  in a step downstream to photosynthesis may act to decrease the electron flow rate to maintain 

cellular integrity under higher temperature. Survival assays show CrRbcL G10P to be more resistance to paraquat than its 

isogenic wild type, which may indicate a more systemic effect of prolinization on oxygen species sequestering. 

•GAPDH  activity parameter were measured for triplicate independent  proteins showed increase in activity of  protein by 

five fold. Moreover,  GAPDHWT  was observed to reduced activity with incubation in higher temperature while 

GAPDHG302P  did not lose any activity(Figure 6B). This is the first example of  induced glycine to proline substitution 

showing increase in thermo stability, in accordance with earlier “Proline theory” for protein evolution in thermophylic 

bacteria 7. These results suggest that this specific substitution may be a way for plant to affect proteins thermostability in a 

plastic manner. 

•Proteins showing substitution of G>P were mostly localized in chloroplast . Although it could be argued that it is possibly 

due to use of leaf tissue, forGAPDH, for example, it has been found that the chloroplastic GAPDH(gi|326496176) (30% 

proline type in NS)show more modification compare to negligible amount measured in GAPDH cytosolic (gi|120680)(3% 

Proline type in NS) at G302P.    
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Figure 5: Heterologous expression of the G10P substitution of RUBISCO large subunit (RbcL) in C. reinhardtii is 

associated with photosyhtesis flux decrease and no effect on carboxylation. The CrRbcL wt gene was mutated in 

position 10 and both wt and RbcLG10P modified form were used to complement a Chlamydomonas ΔRbcL strain . Isogenic 

strains were measured for ФPSII using JTS Photosynthesis spectrometer assay. Plots represent average of three independent 

strains (A) 25⁰C with carbonate (B) 42⁰C with carbonate (C) 25⁰C with out carbonate (D) 42⁰C with out carbonate  

(E)RUBISCO carboxylation activity was conducted in a coupled assay including three enzymatic reactions: RUBISCO 

(from crude extract), 3PGK, and GAPDH . RUBISCO content was fixed by using equal amount of total protein. Survival 

test for isogenic strains under (F)) no treatment ,and G)  on paraquat(0.15µM) that induces H2O2 
5. Bars depict mean values 

of three biological repeats of viable cell percentage  for CrRbcLWT and CrRbcLG10P  measured using flow cytometry.  
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kcat/Km 0.027 0.028 0.181 0.057 0.029 0.028 0.169 0.05 
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Figure 4. Three-dimensional model of GAPDH and 

RUBISCO . Glycine to proline modification observed in (A) 

GAPDH(pdb- 3V1Y) at position 302 close to the activation 

site. This variation may cause rigidity in the structure of the 

protein and hence could affect the activity. (B) The  

modification G10P observed in RUBISCO(pdb-1GK8) is at the 

peripheral of protein, which may not affect the activity however 

may be affecting interactions with other proteins . These two 

modifications were chosen for further study. 
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